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During the 1980-81 summer field season our field party
studied two aspects of antarctic glacial history in the McMurdo
Sound region.

First, a long-term project involving detailed geologic map-
ping and soil studies of moraines adjacent to blue ice margins
in uppermost Taylor and Wright Valleys, as well as on Mount
Fleming and elsewhere along the inland mountain flank, was
nearly completed.. When combined with similar mapping in
middle and lower reaches of the valleys, the results indicate
that all moraines representing advances of Taylor Glacier
within the last 3.9 million years approach the present ice sur-
face near the inland margin of the mountains. Correlative
moraines in upper Wright Valley are confined to the Labyrinth
within 3 kilometers of the present glacier snout, and on Mount
Fleming the entire correlative moraine sequence occurs within
100 meters of the ice edge. Investigations in several areas
showed that elevations of accumulation surfaces of Taylor and
Wright Glaciers did not rise significantly during any of these
advances.

Drewry (1980) identified a local ice dome inland of Taylor
and Wright Glaciers that now severely restricts their catch-
ments; he concluded from oxygen-isotope studies that this
local dome, rather than interior east antarctic ice, has fed Taylor
and Wright Glaciers for at least the past 16,000 years. The
results of the moraine-mapping program now suggest that all
advances within the last 3.9 million years probably involved
only this local dome. In any case, it follows that inland of the
McMurdo Sound area the east antarctic ice sheet has not been
significantly thicker than it is now since Pliocene time; data
from nunataks adjacent to upper Darwin and Byrd Glaciers
suggest that this conclusion applies to a large area. Thus, I
reverse my earlier suggestion (Denton, Armstrong, and
Stuiver 1971) that moraines in middle Taylor Valley represent
fluctuations of the east antarctic ice sheet.

These moraine studies place constraints on reconstructions
of antarctic ice during a Pleistocene glacial maximum. Figure
7-26 in Stuiver and associates (1981) shows a suggested con-
figuration of the antarctic ice sheet during the late Wisconsin-
Weichselian maximum of 17,000-21,000 years ago. Large-scale
expansion of grounded ice onto the Ross and Weddell conti-
nental shelves, as well as less-extensive advance of east ant-
arctic ice onto its narrow peripheral continental shelf, was
induced by eustatic sea-level drop caused primarily by expan-
sion of Northern Hemisphere ice sheets. East antarctic ice
inland of the Transantarctic Mountains did not thicken to
overwhelm the local dome and send ice tongues down Taylor
and Wright Valleys. Rather, radiocarbon dates indicate that
ice tongues from the local dome receded owing to reduced
precipitation from the ice-filled Ross Sea. Likewise, neither
the local accumulation surface inland of Darwin Glacier nor

the ice sheet inland of Byrd Glacier thickened, because lateral
moraines dating from the last glaciation merge with the pres-
ent inland ice surfaces near the heads of these glaciers.

The major weakness of the reconstruction is the uncertainty
about interior surface elevations of the east antarctic ice sheet.
The model reconstructed ice-surface elevations slightly higher
than today's because of peripheral expansion onto the narrow
continental shelf. However, this may have been counterbal-
anced by reduced interior precipitation.

The second aspect of our work during the 1980-81 summer
field season involved continued mapping of the Quartermain,
Asgard, and Olympus Ranges. Two basic imprints of glacier
erosion antedate 4.2 million years. The oldest is a system of
fjords and valleys, with associated cirques, in inter-valley
mountain blocks. This system is similar to those now being
cut into the Evans Nevé of northern VictoriaLand and the
Bruce Plateau of the Antarctic Peninsula. It was probably
formed beneath a thick mantling plateau icecap with a divide
inland of the present exposed mountains. Headward -cutting
valleys drew down plateau ice, exposing intervening moun-
tain blocks first to icecap and then to alpine glacier erosion.
The presence of a similar inland-facing valley system now
buried by east antarctic ice (Drewry 1975) suggests that a local
plateau icecap on the Transantarctic Mountains accomplished
most dissection. However, the possibility cannot be dismissed
that some ancient valley erosion was accomplished by east
antarctic ice spilling into the drainage basin of seaward-flow-
ing outlet glaciers.

The younger imprint records two episodes of strong over-
riding ice flow from southwest to northeast across the grain of
the initial west-to-east valley and fjord system. This overriding
ice severely modified the preexisting landscape, particularly
on inter-valley mountain ranges. Cirques facing into
approaching iceflow were abraded; those facing away from
iceflow were eroded headward by subglacial meltwater and
their floors were mantled with megaripples, till patches, and
boulder trains emanating from dolerite caps on up-glacier
peaks. Some of these headward -cutting cirques breached
divides and isolated ridges and individual peaks. In places,
extensive subglacial erosion removed all isolated ridges and
peaks, leaving an undulating mountain crest with remnant
hollows that mark former cirque floors. This cross-grain over-
riding flow has plucked the south walls and abraded the north
walls of upper Taylor and Wright Valleys.

The episodes of mountain submergence recorded by the
younger imprint most likely reflect the east antarctic ice sheet.
Erosional features and deposits of these two submergence
episodes associated with the younger imprint correlate with
the glacial stratigraphy on the floor of Wright Valley, as
inferred by G. H. Denton, M. Prentice, D. E. Kellogg, and
T. B. Kellogg (in preparation). This correlation suggests that
the earliest overriding episode antedates middle-to-late Mio-
cene time, whereas the younger episode is younger than mid-
die-to-late Miocene time.
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Maceral and total organic carbon (Toc) analyses were con-
ducted on gravity cores recovered from the Ris? (Ross Ice Shelf
Project) site J-9 (82°22'S 168°38'W; Webb et al. 1979). The pur-
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pose was to document the types and distribution of macerals
present, to determine the TOC profiles, and to study the effects
of submarine oxidation (Webb 1978) on the maceral and TOC
contents of the cores.

Previous investigations demonstrated the presence of two
units in each core (figure 1; Webb 1978; Webb et al. 1979). The
lower unit, unit 1, is a plastic-to-stiff, olive-gray clay contain-
ing pebbles, granules, diatoms, and calcareous microfossils.
The overlying light gray unit (unit 2) is a water-saturated-to-
soft clay containing pebbles, granules, and diatoms. Calcar-
eous microfossils are absent except for an apparently Recent
foraminiferal fauna in the uppermost sediments (Webb et al.
1979).

The contact between the units is marked by a thin yellow-
brown, iron-rich layer, interpreted as a chemical boundary
(oxidation front). That this contact is a disconformity is dis-
counted because clast composition is the same in both units,
some large clasts straddle the unit boundary, and diatoms
suggest the entire sequence was deposited at one time (Webb
et al. 1979). The age of these sediments is controversial; mid-
Miocene (Brady 1978), pre-Quaternary (Yiou and Raisbeck
1981), and late Pleistocene (Kellogg and Kellogg 1980) ages
have all been suggested.

All the sediments in the cores were deposited from floating
ice. Unit 2 is an alteration product of sediments originally
identical in composition to those in unit 1.
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Figure 1. Stratlgraphic, lithologic, and paleontologic characteristics of cores collected at the RISP site J-9. The location of the samples
studied is Indicated to the left of each core. The composite core presents relative sample positions and generalized sedimentologic and
paleontologic data. (Adapted from Webb 1978)
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